
 
 

DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
 

    Instruction No.  34 /MON/2007 
 

From 
  D.G.M./Monitoring, 
  DHBVN, Hisar 
 
To 
  All CGMs (OP)/GMs(OP)DGMs/AGMs (OP)/ 

in DHBVN. 
 
  Memo No:-Ch-102/MON-260  Dated:-06.07.2007 
 
Subject: Declaration of CFL village – circles allotted days of the week 
 

 Due to continuous growth of load due to release of new connections 

and providing the additional electricity appliances by the existing consumers, there 

remains short of energy and it becomes vary difficult for any power utility to fulfill the 

requirement of the consumers upto their full requirement. However all power utilities 

are adding the generation capacity in the system. So as to over come the problem of 

shortage of supply due to continuous growth of load it has become essential to 

motivate the consumers to use the CFL lamps instead of ordinary bulb/tubes. With 

this not only their bill will be reduced but the electrical energy will be saved (under 

energy conservation) which will be available to the consumers for use. Accordingly 

the Nigam has decided to promote the CFL use in urban and rural areas. The 

energy conversation activities are also being conducted by GM (OP) on 14th of each 

month to motivate the consumers. 

 

 The various incentive schemes have been implemented by the Nigam 

for CFL promotion in rural areas and efforts are however being made by the 

respective GMs (OP) to shift the villages to CFL lamp only instead of ordinary 

bulb/tubes. The work of CFL promotion is in good progress. So it has been decided 

by the Nigam to fix a day for each circle in a week to declare its villages as CFL 

village which will give an impression of “sweeping change” among the public. 

 

Sr. No. Name of Circle Day 

1 Sirsa Monday 

2 Faridabad Tuesday 

3 Hisar Wednesday 

4 Gurgaon Thursday 

5 Bhiwani Friday 

6 Narnaul Saturday 

  

The CFL completed in urban sectors or colonies as CFL sector/colony if any 

shall be declared by all GMs (OP) on Sunday.  



 All GMs (OP) under DHBVN on the particular day fixed for their circle 

will declare the name of villages who has adopted the use of CFL completely instead 

of ordinary bulb/tubes as CFL village. The complete detail for which shall be sent to 

Chief Communication Officer for detail with copy to this office.     

 This  issues with the approval of MD, DHBVN, Hisar. 

 

 
D.G.M./Monitoring, 
DHBVN, Hisar  

 


